
F!reworks
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Improver

Choreographer: Sonny V. (DE) - 17 May 2021
Music: Fireworks (feat. Moss Kena & The Knocks) - Purple Disco Machine

The dance starts after 16 counts of steel drum and the first 2 words "I got"

S1 [1-8] Jump Right, 2x Heel Bounce, Ball, Cross, Jump Left, 2x Heel Bounce, Ball, Cross
1-2-3 slightly jump right on RF* - bring L heel down and up - down and up (weight on RF)
&4 L ball next to RF - cross RF over LF
5-6-7 slightly jump left on LF* - bring R heel down and up - down and up (weight on LF)
&8 R ball next to LF - cross LF over RF
* it's not a high jump, just a wider and hopped step, which makes you slide a bit

S2 [9-16] Fwrd, ½ Turn Left with Hitch, Chassé Left, Cross Rock, Recover, Coaster ½ Turn Right
1-2 RF fwrd. - ½ Turn Left hitching L knee up (6:00)
3&4 LF left - RF next to LF - LF left
5-6 RF cross rock over LF - recover on LF
7&8 RF back - turn ¼ right LF next to RF (9:00) - turn ¼ right RF step fwrd. (12:00)

S3 [17-24] Side, Back, Cross Side Cross, Jump Right ¼ Turn Left, 2x Heel Bounce, Ball, Fwrd.
1-2 LF left - RF back
3&4 LF cross RF - RF slightly right - LF cross RF
5-6-7 slightly jump right on RF with ¼ turn left (9:00) - bring L heel down and up - down and up

(weight on RF)
&8 L ball next to RF with ¼ turn left - RF fwrd.

S4 [25-32] Step ½ Turn Right, Chassé ½ Turn Right, 4x Jump Back Knee Pop
1-2 LF fwrd. - ½ turn right step on RF (3:00)
3&4 LF fwrd with ¼ turn right (6:00) - RF next to LF - LF back with ¼ turn right (9:00)
5-6 slightly jump back on RF and pop L knee - slightly jump back on LF and pop R knee
7-8 slightly jump back on RF and pop L knee - slightly jump back on LF and pop R knee

No Tags - No Restarts
Tip for wall 9: the bridge (in the music) is more calm - do big side steps instead of the jumps in S1 and S3

Contact: dancing-unicorn@gmx.net
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